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ABSTRACT: In this study, the relationship between the likelihood of tropical cyclogenesis and external environmental
forcings is explored in the simplest idealized modelling framework possible: radiative-convective equilibrium on a doubly
periodic f -plane. In such an environment, control of the equilibrium environmental sounding is reduced to three parameters:
the sea-surface temperature, the Coriolis parameter, and the imposed background surface wind speed. Cloud-resolving
mesoscale model simulations are used to generate environments of radiative-convective equilibrium determined by these
three factors. The favourability of these environments for tropical cyclogenesis is measured in three ways: in terms of
the maximum potential intensity (MPI) of the sounding, based on the thermodynamic theory of Emanuel; in terms of the
‘genesis potential’ determined by an empirical genesis parameter; and in terms of the propensity of weak initial vortices
in these environments to form into tropical cyclones.

The simulated environments of radiative – convective equilibrium with no vertical wind shear are found to be very
favourable for tropical cyclogenesis. Weak initial vortices always transition to a tropical cyclone, even for rather low sea-
surface temperatures. However, the time required for these vortices to make the transition from a weak, mid-level vortex
to a rapidly developing tropical cyclone decreases as the MPI increases, indicating the importance of MPI in enhancing the
frequency of cyclogenesis. The relationship between this ‘time to genesis’ and the thermodynamic parameters is explored.
The time to genesis is found to be very highly (negatively) correlated to MPI, with little or no relationship to convective
instability, Coriolis parameter, mid-level humidity, or the empirical genesis parameter.

In some cases, tropical cyclones are found to form spontaneously from random convection. This formation is due to a
cooperative interaction between large-scale moisture, long-wave radiation, and locally enhanced sea-surface fluxes, similar
to the ‘aggregation’ of convection found in previous studies. Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In his textbook on general meteorology, Byers (1944)
stated that

The processes bringing about the formation of tropical
cyclones are not definitely known, although several plau-
sible theories have been presented.

In spite of the advent of greatly advanced observing
capabilities, and the success of both highly simplified and
highly sophisticated numerical models in reproducing (or
seeming to reproduce) the formation and evolution of
such storms, the internal processes of tropical cyclone
(TC) genesis are still quite mysterious. Thus, to some
extent, Byers’ assessment of the problem remains valid
after more than sixty years.

* Correspondence to: David S. Nolan, RSMAS/MPO, 4600 Ricken-
backer Causeway, Miami, FL 33149, USA.
E-mail: dnolan@rsmas.miami.edu

One approach to the problem is to study the devel-
opment of individual cyclones using detailed mesoscale
observations with the goal of understanding the sequence
of events leading to a developing storm, such as in the
studies of Bister and Emanuel (1997), Simpson et al.
(1997), Reasor et al. (2005), and Sippel et al. (2006).
Much of what cannot be seen by instruments can be
illustrated in highly resolved numerical simulations of
genesis, as in Davis and Bosart (2001, 2002) and Hen-
dricks et al. (2004). Although there is a notable lack
of documentation of non-developing systems, much has
been learned from these studies.

As another way to understand TC genesis, one may
approach the problem from the ‘other end’ by investi-
gating the relationship between the likelihood (or fre-
quency) of genesis and large-scale enviromental fac-
tors. This area of research was arguably pioneered by
Palmén (1948), who pointed out that tropical cyclones
develop almost exclusively in regions where the sea-
surface temperature (SST) exceeds 26 °C, but was greatly
advanced by Gray (1968, 1975), who included several
other large-scale environmental predictors, such as wind
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shear and low-level vorticity (also DeMaria et al., 2001).
Along with the intended applications of understanding
and predicting seasonal and regional trends in TC fre-
quency, it is hoped that this approach will also lead
to an understanding of how overall levels of tropical
cyclone activity are controlled by climate, and to predic-
tions about how such activity might change as climate
evolves. A number of studies have assessed potential
changes in future TC frequency by computing Gray’s
parameter for simulated atmospheres under various global
warming scenarios (Ryan et al., 1992; Royer et al., 1998;
Sugi et al., 2002; McDonald et al., 2005). Due to its large
sensitivity to SST relative to 26.5 °C, Gray’s parameter
predicts a large and universal increase in TC activity
with greenhouse warming. For this reason, Royer et al.
(1998) developed a ‘convective’ genesis parameter which
replaced the thermodynamic part of Gray’s parameter
with a factor proportional to the model-simulated rainfall
rate, as a proxy for convective activity. In subsequent
studies, this modified parameter predicted changes in TC
activity that were either small or negative, and that were
more consistent with predictions of decreased TC counts
under greenhouse warming in the same (higher resolu-
tion) simulations (McDonald et al., 2005; Chauvin et al.,
2006).

A second approach to understanding the distribution
and frequency of TC genesis is simply that of counting
the number of TCs simulated by global climate models
in the present (to validate the model and to establish
a baseline frequency) and in the future (according to
various global warming scenarios). While the very low
resolutions of the models used in the earliest attempts
of TC counting (Bengtsson et al., 1982; Broccoli and
Manabe, 1990; Haarsma et al., 1993; Bengtsson et al.,
1996) left considerable doubt as to their relevance (Evans,
1992; Lighthill et al., 1994), the steady rise in computing
power has more recently allowed global climate models
to simulate TCs with some degree of realism (Sugi
et al., 2002; McDonald et al., 2005; Chauvin et al.,
2006; Yoshimura et al., 2006; Bengtsson et al., 2007).
A consistent pattern that has emerged from TC counting
in the most recent studies is one of decreasing global
numbers of cyclones. Some of the studies also report that
the intensity of the strongest storms will increase (Oouchi
et al., 2006; Bengtsson et al., 2007) in agreement with
theory (Emanuel, 1988) and with earlier studies using
regional models with environments predicted by general
circulation models (Knutson et al., 2001; Knutson and
Tuleya, 2004).

In this study, we step away from real-world conditions
and seek to understand some of the large-scale influences
on TC genesis in highly idealized, controlled environ-
ments in which the relevant large-scale variables can be
varied individually. Specifically, we use a cloud-resolving
numerical model to perform highly idealized simulations
of convection and tropical cyclogenesis in environments
of radiative – convective equilibrium (RCE). By RCE,
we refer to an atmospheric equilibrium that results when
the loss of energy to space by long-wave radiation is

balanced by the transfer of latent and sensible energy
from the surface to the boundary layer, and its redistribu-
tion throughout the atmosphere by deep moist convection.
While RCE shares certain characteristics of the tropics,
such as very weak temperature gradients, high tempera-
tures, and sufficient moisture to support deep convection,
it undoubtedly departs signicantly from the real tropi-
cal atmosphere; due to large-scale circulations like the
Hadley cell and the Walker circulation, very little, if any,
of the Earth’s tropics are ever in a state of RCE.

Despite this caveat, we believe that RCE is a very
useful point of reference from which to explore the effects
of varying environments on TC genesis. Our view is
perhaps best stated by Bretherton et al. (2005):

Radiative–convective equilibrium above a horizontally
homogenous surface, with no ambient rotation or pres-
sure gradients, is a time-honored idealization for under-
standing the tropical atmosphere and its sensitivity to
perturbations in radiative or surface forcing, starting
with single column models (Manabe and Strickler, 1964)
and moving on to three-dimensional (3D) cloud-resolving
models (CRMs; e.g. Tompkins and Craig, 1998a).

On a more practical level, by using simulated envi-
ronments of RCE, we can generate atmospheric states
that depend on a minimal number of explicitly controlled
parameters, rather than attempting to explore (or even
define) the infinite space of all possible atmospheric tem-
perature and humidity profiles over various SSTs.

The goal of this idealized modeling approach is to iso-
late the way in which the likelihood of tropical cyclogen-
esis varies with such parameters as environmental vortic-
ity, mean surface wind, and the locally computed max-
imum potential intensity (MPI), which subsumes local
variations of both SST and the overlying atmospheric
temperature and moisture profile.

1.2. Working hypothesis

Our working hypothesis and simulation designs are
motivated by recent progress in the empirical prediction
of TC genesis and frequency. While the Gray index
used an SST of 26.5 °C as the marginal temperature
above which TC genesis becomes increasingly likely,
the development of various MPI theories has suggested
that the ‘thermodynamic component’ of the likelihood
of tropical cyclogenesis is not a function of SST alone,
but is also strongly dependent on the sounding of the
the overlying atmosphere. Emanuel and Nolan (2004)
presented a new genesis index which depends on MPI
rather than SST itself, i.e.

GP = |105η|3/2
(

H

50

)3 (
Vpot

70

)3

(1 + 0.1Vshear)
−2,

(1)

where the parameters are η the local mean value of
absolute vorticity at 850 hPa, H the relative humidity
(RH) at 600 hPa, Vpot the MPI wind speed based on the
theory of Emanuel (1995), Vshear the 850 to 200 hPa wind
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shear, and GP is proportional to the number of storms per
decade per unit square of latitude and longitude. (While
Emanuel and Nolan (2004) used the variable I for the
genesis parameter, we here change to the more common
notation GP, as is also used by Camargo et al. (2007a,b).)

Vpot refers to the maximum theoretical wind speed at
the 10 m level in a mature hurricane over a constant
SST ocean. Certainly, Vpot is larger for environments we
consider favourable for tropical cyclones, especially since
it increases rapidly with SST (for a fixed atmospheric
sounding). Admittedly though, it is not obvious why the
maximum wind speed of a theoretical cyclone should be
a specific indicator of the likelihood of TC formation,
especially since their structures are so different at the
genesis and mature stages. However, the difference
between an existing cyclone’s current intenstity and the
local value of Vpot is the strongest predictor of future
intensity change in the Statistical Hurricane Intensity
Prediction Scheme (SHIPS) for TC intensity forecasting

in the North Atlantic and East Pacific basins (DeMaria
and Kaplan, 1999). Perhaps this relationship extends to
non-developed (pre-genesis) systems as well.

Examples of the capability of GP to reproduce annual
and regional variations of TC genesis are presented in
Camargo et al. (2007a; Figures 1–3 therein). Much as
the Gray index was used in earlier climate modeling stud-
ies to evaluate changes in the TC genesis frequency in
simulated future environments (Ryan et al., 1992; Wat-
terson et al., 1995; Royer et al., 1998), this new genesis
index has been used to evaluate the degree to which
regional changes in genesis frequency caused by El Niño
are due to changes in each of the four parameters in
GP (Camargo et al., 2007a), to evaluate the relationships
between simulated TC activities and GP in various cli-
mate model simulations of present-day climate (Camargo
et al., 2007b), and to estimate expected changes in gen-
esis frequency in the simulated future environments of
global climate models (Vecchi and Soden, 2007).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the states of radiative–convective equilibrium in the small-domain simulations: (a) Time evolution of domain-averaged
moist static energy (MSE, kJ kg−1), with snapshots in equilibrium for (b) vertical velocity (m s−1) at z = 5 km, (c) θe (K) on the lowest model

level, and (d) water vapour path (mm).
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of (a) temperature (K), and (b) relative
humidity (%) for small-domain RCE simulations for SST = 25, 27.5

and 30 °C.

While the earliest theories suggested that TC genesis
occurs due to a fundamental instability of the tropical
atmosphere to small perturbations (Charney and Eliassen,
1964; Ooyama, 1964), the widely held view has evolved
to the idea that TC genesis can be thought of as a finite-
amplitude instability, in that a pre-existing disturbance
of some strength, such as a monsoon depression, easterly
wave, mesoscale convective complex, or even a baro-
clinic cyclone is required for genesis (McBride, 1981;
McBride and Zehr, 1981; Frank, 1987; Rotunno and
Emanuel, 1987; Emanuel, 1989). Our working hypoth-
esis is that an increase of any of the four terms in (1.1)
indicates a decrease in the size, coherence, or strength of
an initial disturbance required to make the transition to a
tropical cyclone before decaying or being disrupted by the
synoptic environment. To reduce the space of parameters,
and to avoid the complications of attempting to generate
environments of RCE with both rotation and shear, in
this paper we consider only environments with no mean
wind shear. As we shall see, this will have significant
consequences for our working hypothesis.

Section 2 documents the numerical model, parametriza-
tions, and design of the simulations. Properties of the
RCE environments, and their implicatons for the fre-
quency of tropical cyclogenesis, are presented in section
3. Section 4 describes tropical cyclogenesis in RCE from
weak initial vortices, and section 5 describes genesis
from random convection. Conclusions are presented in
section 6.

2. Model, parametrizations, and simulation design

2.1. Model and parametrizations

The atmospheric model used for this study is version
2.1.2 of the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF)
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of (a) relative humidity (%), and (b) temperature (K) for small-domain RCE simulations for mean surface wind um = 1,
3, and 5 m s−1.
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model. WRF is a fully compressible model of the
atmosphere designed for mesoscale and convective-scale
simulations of real-case and idealized weather phenom-
ena (Skamarock et al., 2005).

The domain for all simulations is a square with doubly
periodic boundary conditions. The grid spacing is 4 km
in the north and south directions, with 40 vertical levels.
These levels are equally spaced in hydrostatic pressure
coordinates, and thus are stretched in height, with 10
levels in the lowest 2.2 km. The model top is defined
by pressure but sits at approximately 20 km altitude. The
advective time step is 30 s, with six acoustic steps for
each advective step.

Parametrizations for unresolved physical processes that
are available with WRF 2.1.2 are used, all of which are
closely related to commonly used schemes for research
and numerical weather prediction. For microphysics,
the WRF Single-Moment (WSM) 6-class scheme (with
graupel) is used (Hong and Lim, 2006). For the planetary
boundary layer, we use the Yonsei University (YSU)
scheme (Noh et al., 2003), which is an advancement of
the Medium Range Forecast (MRF) scheme of Hong and
Pan (1996). The sophisticated Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model (RRTM) scheme is used for long-wave radiation
(Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2000).

There is no parametrization for short-wave radia-
tion. Rather, the effects of ozone-related heating and
the generation of the tropopause are simulated by the
use of a relaxation scheme on the upper-level tempera-
tures. Above z = 15 km, the atmosphere is relaxed to an
isothermal profile with a relaxation time scale of 5 days.
At each column in the model, the relaxation temperature
is determined every 15 minutes from the mean temper-
ature in the levels above 15 km. This allows the model
to freely determine the tropopause temperature, based on
the intensity of the simulated convection which is pushing
into the upper troposphere.

In a doubly periodic domain with rotation, it is not
physically consistent to include either a mean wind
or a mean wind shear which is constant throughout
the domain. Mean wind shear requires gradients of
temperature and pressure which then cannot fulfill the
periodic conditions. Combinations of mean wind and/or
mean wind shear in doubly periodic domains have been
created in previous studies by adding forcing terms to
the equations of motion to relax the domain-averaged
winds to the desired state (e.g. Robe and Emanuel, 2001;
Tompkins, 2001; Bretherton et al., 2005).

However, as will be shown below, RCE without
a mean surface wind produces an atmosphere with
extremely high values of Vpot and is otherwise problem-
atic. To adjust for this, we simulate the presence of a
mean surface wind by modifying the wind speed used in
the calculation of the surface evaporation rate as follows:

|V ∗| = |v + umi|, (2)

where v is the 10 m surface wind and um is the
speed of a mean ‘westerly’ wind. The inclusion of a

directional aspect of the mean surface wind reproduces
the asymmetric patterns of surface fluxes and convection
that would be expected with a developing cyclone.

2.2. Discussion of model and parametrizations

In this section we discuss some of the parameter choices
which would seem to have the most significant effect on
our results and their interpretation.

2.2.1. Resolution

In recent years, a large number of studies have shown
the significantly improved realism of TC simulations
that use sufficiently small grid spacings to be consid-
ered ‘cloud-resolving’ and thus avoid the use of con-
vective parametrizations. While earlier cloud-resolving
simulations showed realistic dynamics using resolutions
of 5–6 km (Liu et al., 1997; Frank and Ritchie, 2001;
Wang, 2002), the apparent realism of the inner-core pro-
cesses has increased steadily as the grid spacing has
been further decreased from 5 to 3 to 1.67 km (e.g.
Davis and Bosart, 2002; Braun, 2002; Rogers et al., 2003;
Romine and Wilhelmson, 2006). For genesis, cloud-
resolving resolutions are perhaps even more important,
due to the important roles of downdraughts and mid-level
entrainment in delaying the genesis process (Rotunno and
Emanuel, 1987; Bister and Emanuel, 1997; Nolan, 2007),
and the role of small-scale vorticity dynamics in promot-
ing it (Hendricks et al., 2004; Montgomery et al., 2006).

Unfortunately, the desire for the highest resolution
possible must be balanced against the limitations of
computer power and memory. Since this study requires
the use of a large number of long simulations over large
domains, resolutions on the order of 1–2 km were not
feasible. In a study of the resolution dependence of
simulations of RCE, Pauluis and Garner (2006) found
that 4 km resolution produced results very similar to
2 km resolution, with the 4 km resolution soundings
having a warm bias of about 0.1 K, and a water vapour
bias of at most −2% at the top of the boundary layer.
Given a review of the literature on RCE and on TC
simulations, and our own evaluations, we believe 4 km
resolution allows for reasonably realistic simulations of
convection and cyclogenesis while making the best use
of computational resources.

2.2.2. Short-wave radiation

In the energetic and dynamical balances of the tropical
atmosphere, short-wave radiation has three major effects.
First, it supplies heat energy to the ocean; second,
stratospheric heating by absorption of ultraviolet light by
ozone creates the tropopause; and third, there is some
degree of clear-sky heating in the troposphere, mostly
through direct absorption by water vapour (Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006). In our simulations the SST is held fixed,
so the energy of short-wave radiation is not needed at the
surface, and the upper-level relaxation scheme creates an
isothermal layer which is similar to the real tropopause.
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Thus, the primary difference between our simulations and
those with interactive short-wave radiation is the absence
of clear-sky heating in the troposphere and its horizontal
variations due to cloud albedo.

The neglect of a short-wave radiation parametrization
has a number of benefits. It eliminates the need for
consideration of a number of external factors, such as the
seasonal and latitudinal variations of the declination of
the sun. It also eliminates the diurnal cycle, so that daily
averages of the model output are not biased by the time of
day. Finally, since the height of the tropopause is strongly
influenced by heating from the absoprtion of ultraviolet
light by ozone, the isothermal relaxation schemes allows
this height to be more directly controlled by the intensity
of the simulated convection, rather than by observed
ozone profiles which are coded into most short-wave
parametrizations (and which vary with latitude and season
as well). Despite the arbitrary choice of the altitude
above which the relaxation is enforced (z = 15 km), the
relaxation scheme gives some freedom to the height of
the tropopause. This will be shown below.

2.2.3. The absence of wind shear

Unquestionably, vertical shear of the horizontal wind has
an enormous impact on TC genesis and intensification
(Gray, 1968; Merrill, 1988; DeMaria, 1996; Frank and
Ritchie, 2001). While even the most active regions for
TC genesis have seasonal mean shear values of about
10 m s−1, many instances of TC genesis occur at times
and locations that have very low shear due to the synoptic
evolution of the upper-level environment (McBride and
Zehr, 1981; Frank, 1987; DeMaria, 2001). The study
by Kaplan and DeMaria (2003) on rapidly intensifying
TCs suggests that the effects of a small amount of
shear in these favourable environments is quite similar
to absolutely no shear. They found that the ratio of
rapidly intensifying versus non-rapidly intensifying cases
was nearly identical (about 3 to 1) in cases with 0–2 m
s−1 and 2–4 m s−1 of 850 to 200 hPa wind shear (see
their Figure 7a). This ratio decreased rapidly as shear
increased above 4 ms−1.

Thus, we view our ‘no shear’ environments as similar
in terms of TC genesis favourability to ‘very low
shear’ environments. Our results will show that for more
favourable environments, a developing disturbance needs
less time to make the transition to a TC, suggesting that
TC genesis would be more likely during a synoptically
favourable (low shear) period of time.

2.3. Simulation design

The first step in the study of the ‘climate’ associated with
particular choices for SST, f and um is the establishment
of RCE in the model domain. To save computing
time, RCE is always first achieved on a small domain,
200 km × 200 km in size. The initial condition for each
small-domain simulation is a hydrostatically balanced
atmosphere with a temperature profile that begins at

2.5 K below the SST, and then decreases at a constant
lapse rate of 6 K km−1. The RH is set to 50% below z =
12 km, and 0% above. To initiate convection, random
perturbations with root-mean-square variance of 0.1 K
are added to the initial temperature field at each grid
point below z = 3 km.

When the domain-averaged profiles of temperature
and RH reach a statistically steady state, the resulting
profiles are used for two purposes. First, values of Vpot,
genesis index GP, and convective available potential
energy (CAPE) are computed based on the sounding
and the underlying SST. Second, the mean profiles are
used as initial conditions for simulations with larger
domains. These large-domain simulations are of two
types: simulations of cyclogenesis from weak, balanced
vortices, and simulations of spontaneous cyclogenesis
from random convection. Details of the large-domain
simulations are discussed further below.

3. Results of small-domain simulations

3.1. Evolution to RCE

As found by Tompkins and Craig (1998b), it typically
takes at least 50 days for random convection in an ideal-
ized, cloud-resolving model to achieve RCE. Bretherton
et al. (2005) defined the frozen moist static energy, hf,
as

hf = cpT + gz + Lqv − Lfqice, (3)

where cp is the heat capacity of dry air at constant pres-
sure, T is the temperature, g is the gravitational constant,
z is the altitude, L and Lf are the latent heats of conden-
sation and of freezing, and qv and qice are the mixing
ratios of water vapour and ice, respectively. Figure 1(a)
shows the time evolution of the domain-averaged hf for a
small-domain RCE simulation with SST = 27.5 °C, f =
5.0 × 10−5 s−1, and um = 3.0 m s−1. A steady equilib-
rium is not achieved until after 55 days. For this rea-
son, all small-domain RCE simulations are integrated
to 90 days, and the mean profiles are determined from
domain-wide averages of the daily model output over the
last 30 days.

Also shown in Figure 1 are snapshots of the vertical
velocity at z = 5 km, the equivalent potential temperature
θe at the lowest model level (mean altitude about 100 m),
and the water vapour path (WVP) after RCE has been
achieved. The RCE state is characterized by a small
number of isolated, strong updraughts which are quasi-
randomly distributed around the domain. However, a
smoother but more widespread variability can be seen in
the plots of θe and WVP. A few cold pools (indicated by
low values of θe) and one significant dry region (indicated
by low values of WVP) can be seen.

3.2. Aggregation

The atmospheric state that one might imagine for RCE
in a three-dimensional, cloud-resolving model is much
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like the sporadic, seemingly random convection shown
in Figure 1. Recent studies have found that for some
parameters and parametrizations, the equilibrium state for
RCE is not one of random convection, but rather one
defined by one or more large (100–400 km) clusters of
moist convection surrounded by much drier areas with
mean descending motion (Tompkins and Craig, 1998a;
Tompkins, 2001; Bretherton et al., 2005). This ‘aggre-
gation’ is caused by a radiative–convective feedback,
whereby upward motions are enhanced in regions of
above average moisture and cloudiness, leading to further
convection, while downward motions are enhanced in
the drier regions, suppressing convection. Downdraughts,
wind gusts, and their resulting increases in surface fluxes
in the region of enhanced convection were also found to
be critical to the aggregation process by further increasing
convection in the active region. By replacing short-wave
and long-wave radiation parametrizations with horizon-
tally constant radiative cooling, Tompkins (2001) showed
that some degree of aggregation can occur even without
radiative feedbacks, due to the positive moisture feed-
back caused by the decreased effects of dry entrainment
for cumulus updraughts in regions with greater mid-level
humidity; however, similar modifications were found to
eliminate aggregation by Bretherton et al. (2005), as did
homogenizing the surface fluxes. Our simulations with
interactive long-wave radiation, but no short-wave radi-
ation, lie somewhere between the extremes in radia-
tive interaction defined by the Tompkins (2001) and the
Bretherton et al. (2005) studies.

To date, the majority of our simulations of RCE with
no mean surface wind (um = 0) also show aggregation.
While Bretherton et al. (2005) did not observe aggrega-
tion for domain sizes less than 384 km × 384 km (using
3 km horizontal resolution), we have observed aggre-
gation in domains as small as 160 km × 160 km. Our
neglect of short-wave radiation in favour of the upper-
level thermal relaxation scheme, and other differences in
our parametrizations, may explain this discrepancy, but
we will not explore this issue further here.

An interesting result from our small-domain simula-
tions is that the inclusion of the mean surface wind
suppresses the aggregation phenomenon. For all values of
SST and f , aggregation did not occur for um ≥ 2 m s−1,
and for most values it was not seen for um = 1 m s−1.
Increasing the mean surface wind throughout the domain
diminishes the relative value of the increased surface
fluxes due to increased surface winds (‘gustiness’) in the
convectively active region, which may explain this effect.
However, as will be shown below, aggregation does occur
in larger-domain simulations with um = 3 m s−1.

3.3. Results for varying model parameters

To begin, we consider RCE simulations for SST = 25,
27.5, and 30 °C, with f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1 and um =
3.0 m s−1. Mean profiles of temperature and RH are
shown for these three cases in Figure 2. First, the tem-
perature sounding shifts to higher temperatures for larger
SST, and this shift is slightly larger at higher altitudes,
as the equilibrium soundings are very close to moist adi-
abats. Second, the altitude where the profile changes to
isothermal, marking the height of the tropopause, also
increases with SST. Third, mid-level RH also increases
with SST, by a significant amount between SST = 25 and
27.5 °C, and then only a small additional amount from
SST = 27.5 to 30 °C. The changes in the RH profiles can
also be seen as an upward shift in each case, as is evident
from comparing the profiles in the upper troposphere.

The environment with SST = 27.5 °C, f = 5.0 × 10−5

s−1, and um = 3 m s−1 will hereafter be referred to as
the control case, and we will vary the environmental
parameters independently around these values.

The thermodynamic properties of the RCE soundings
as a function of SST and f are summarized in Table I.
GP is computed with Vshear = 0. CAPE is computed for
undiluted parcels lifted from the lowest model level (at
about z = 100 m). For the parameter σ , which defines
the extent to which the moist convection is reversible
(σ = 0) or pseudoadiabatic (σ = 1), we chose the com-
promise value σ = 0.5, since a mixture of both processes

Table I. Thermodynamic and genesis parameters for atmospheres generated by small-domain simulations of RCE for various
values of the environmental parameters SST and f , with um = 3.0 m s−1.

Sea-surface temperature (°C)

f (×10−4 s−1) 25.0 27.5 30.0

CAPE (J kg−1) 1167 1522 2020
0.25 Vpot (m s−1) 64.5 68.8 72.3

GP 11 13 16

CAPE 1078 1523 1992
0.5 Vpot 63.8 66.9 70.6

GP 24 35 42

CAPE 1117 1552 2011
0.75 Vpot 63.3 66.7 70.2

GP 45 66 74

See text for definitions.
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occurs in the simulations. For Vpot, we use the MPI
theory of Emanuel (1995), without the dissipative heat-
ing correction of Bister and Emanuel (1998), since the
model does not have dissipative heating. For the ratio of
enthalpy exchange to momentum exchange coefficients,
we use Ck/Cd = 0.5, as this was representative of the
ratio generated underneath the eyewalls of the model-
simulated hurricanes.

The surface-layer parametrization used for this study
contains the standard Charnok (1955) relationship
between surface roughness and wind speed, which leads
to increasing values of Cd at high wind speeds, and values
of Ck/Cd decreasing to 0.5 or less underneath the eye-
walls of the simulated storms. Since TC genesis occurs
when wind speeds are low, one could argue that a lower
value of Ck/Cd should be used for the calculation of Vpot

and GP. Indeed, Ck/Cd = 1 was used in the development
of the empirical parameters in GP. Using this ratio sim-
ply increases all the values of Vpot by about 40%, and
increases the values of GP considerably. However, we
have chosen to use values of Ck/Cd (and thus Vpot) which
are consistent with the present model, and the results that
follow and their interpretation are otherwise unchanged.

According to Table I, Vpot increases by about 10% as
the SST increases from 25 to 30 °C. This increase is
substantially smaller than would normally be associated
with such an SST change, but this is due to the fact that
the atmosphere has adjusted to a state of RCE with the
ocean temperature. GP increases with SST as well, but
the increase in GP is even greater than the corresponding
increase in Vpot would suggest. This is due to an increase
in the 600 hPa RH, as shown in Figure 2(b) (the height of
the 600 hPa level is near z = 4 km for all simulations).
The value of the Coriolis parameter has only small effects

on Vpot and CAPE, with very small decreases found in
each as f increases from 2.5 to 7.5 × 10−5 s−1. There
is a substantial increase in GP, of course, since the
environmental vorticity η in (1.1) is equal to f . It is worth
noting that the values of GP for the control case and for
SST = 30 °C are quite similar to the peak values of GP in
the Northern Hemisphere for September. However, this
is probably due to a compensation for the lack of wind
shear by underestimation of Vpot due to the low values
of Ck/Cd in the model.

Now setting SST = 27.5 °C and f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1,
we show in Figure 3 soundings generated with differ-
ent values of mean surface wind um. Remarkably, the
changes in the soundings as um increases from 1 to 5 m
s−1 are much more profound than the changes as SST
varies from 25 to 30 °C. As um increases, the atmospheric
temperature and the mid-level humidity both increase
significantly. Table II shows more data for RCE simu-
lations with f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1 but for varying values
of SST and um. As um increases, the MPI for each
sounding decreases, while CAPE increases substantially.
The increase in CAPE is due to increased moisten-
ing of the boundary layer by increased surface fluxes,
while the decrease in MPI is due to increased warming
aloft by deeper and moister convection. Interestingly, GP
responds to increasing um by first increasing due to the
increased mid-level humidity, but then decreasing due to
decreasing Vpot.

4. TC genesis from weak initial vortices

4.1. Domain, soundings, and initial conditions

In the results that follow, a weak balanced vortex is
introduced into a much larger 1200 × 1200 km domain,

Table II. As Table I, but for f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1, and for various values of SST and
um.

Sea-surface temperature (°C)

um (m s−1) 25.0 27.5 30.0

CAPE (J kg−1) 268 446 550
1.0 Vpot (m s−1) 77.2 83.3 87.7

GP 16 22 31

CAPE 713 959 1193
2.0 Vpot 70.6 75.5 79.4

GP 24 33 40

CAPE 1078 1523 1992
3.0 Vpot 63.8 66.9 70.6

GP 24 35 42

CAPE 1471 1886 2467
4.0 Vpot 57.4 60.7 64.4

GP 22 26 36

CAPE 1738 2285 2933
5.0 Vpot 52.8 55.6 58.9

GP 18 23 30

See text for definitions.
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with an initial atmospheric sounding that is the mean
RCE state generated by a small-domain simulation with
the same values of SST, f , and um.

The balancing scheme described in Nolan et al. (2001)
is used to initialize the model with an axisymmetric
vortex with a prescribed azimuthal wind field V (r, z).
An azimuthal wind profile is first computed from radial
integration of a Gaussian vorticity profile

v0(r) = 1

r

∫ r

0
rζ dr, (4)

where ζ is the relative vertical vorticity and is defined to
be

ζ(r) = A exp
{
−

( r

b

)2
}

. (5)

(The velocity profile from integration of a Gaussian
vorticity profile has an exact solution, but the calculation
is performed numerically since the vortex generation code
is designed to work for arbitrary vorticity profiles.) Since
the total circulation must be zero in a doubly periodic
domain, the velocity profile is forced to go smoothly to
zero across some radius R as:

vs = v0(r) · exp
{
−

( r

R

)6
}

. (6)

Finally, the wind profile is extended into the vertical
with the following form:

V (r, z) = vs(r) · exp
{
−|z − zmax|α

αLα
z

}
, (7)

where Lz indicates the depth of a low-level baroptropic
part of the vortex, α is the decay rate with height above
and below the barotropic zone, and zmax is the altitude of
the maximum cyclonic wind speed.

For most of the simulations, the parameters A and b

are chosen to define a vortex with a radius of maximum
winds (RMW) = 100 km and maximum initial cyclonic
wind speed vmax = 5 m s−1. These maximum winds
are set at an elevation zmax = 3720 m, such that the
circulation is a weakly baroclinic, mid-level vortex which
is representative of the precursor disturbances which most
often lead to TC genesis in the real atmosphere, such
as monsoon depressions, mesoscale convective vortices
(MCVs) and easterly waves (McBride, 1981; McBride
and Zehr, 1981; Frank, 1987), all of which are ‘cold-
core’ cyclones in the lower troposphere. The parameters
Lz = 3175.23 m and α = 2.0 are chosen so that the
maximum surface wind speed is exactly half (2.5 m
s−1) of the wind speed at zmax. The outer wind field is
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Figure 4. Radius–height cross-section of the azimuthal wind field (m
s−1) for the initial vortices used in this study.

smoothed to zero across R = 350 km as in (4.3). This
initial azimuthal wind field is shown in Figure 4.

As in the small-domain simulations, random pertur-
bations were added to the temperature field below 3 km
throughout the domain. In this way, the developing vortex
must ‘compete’ with convection throughout the domain
for moisture and energy.

4.2. Main results

Even in environments ideal for genesis, simulated vor-
tices of this type have been found to go through a slow
development process before arriving at a period of rapid
intensification (Ooyama, 1969; Rotunno and Emanuel,
1987; Persing and Montgomery, 2003; Nolan, 2007).
During this development, the inner core of the vortex
slowly becomes saturated due to sporadic convection,
while the vortex intensifies in the mid-levels. Once the
inner core is saturated, the inner-core convection becomes
stronger and more persistent, and a smaller-scale vortex
rapidly develops near the surface.

As examples of this process, and to show the sensitivity
of the genesis process to the environment, we show in
Figure 5(a) the time evolution of the maximum 10 m
winds in simulations of genesis from initial vortices with
vmax = 5.0 m s−1 and RMW = 100 km, for the control
case and for SST = 25 and 30 °C. These plots are quite
noisy, since no distinction is made between gusts due
to local convection and the mean circulation around the
vortex. There is little difference in the trends of the three
curves until about t = 2.2 days, when surface winds for
the higher SSTs start to increase quite a bit more quickly
than for the lower SSTs.

Three time series of maximum wind are shown for
the control case, labelled as a, b, and c in Figure 5(a).
These are the results of three identical simulations with
different random noise in the initial temperature fields.
The closeness of the three curves during the genesis
and rapid intensification stages shows that the time to
genesis is not dependent on the random initial state,
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Figure 5. Results from initial-vortex simultions for varying values of
the SST: (a) maximum surface wind speed (m s−1), and (b) minimum
surface pressure (hPa). The three lines for SST =27.5 °C marked a, b
and c in each figure are for three simulations with different random

noise in their initial temperature fields.

but is strongly controlled by the initial vortex and the
environment.

The distinctions in the timing and rate of development
can be seen a little more clearly in the evolution of
the minimum surface pressure, as shown in Figure 5(b),
again with three curves for the control case. All three
cases show the beginnings of a decline in surface pressure
around t = 1.5 days. However, the minimum pressures
for the higher SSTs begin to fall much more rapidly
than for SST =25 °C, and after t = 2.5 days the pressure
fall for SST =30 °C becomes much more rapid than for
SST =27.5 °C.

Considering the significant differences in SST
involved, it is a bit surprising that the beginning of the
steady pressure fall occurs at nearly the same time for
all three simulations. However, while the SST differ-
ences are large, the overlying atmospheres are in equi-
librium with these temperatures, and so the value of
Vpot increases from 63.8 m s−1 for 25 °C to only 70.6 m
s−1 for 30 °C – a change of only about 10%. With this
in mind, the seemingly small differences in the rate of

development make more sense.
A clearer picture of the differences in the genesis and

development of these three cyclones can be seen by
incorporating the radial structure of the evolving vortices
into the analysis. Figure 6 shows Hovmöller diagrams
of the azimuthally averaged azimuthal 10 m wind field
for the three different SSTs. The wind speeds have been
normalized by Vpot for each case. The contraction and
then rapid intensification of the surface vortex occurs
about 12 hours earlier for 27.5 °C than for 25 °C, and
another 8 hours earlier for 30 °C than for 27.5 °C. For
example, the fourth contour in each plot indicates a
ratio of V/Vpot of 0.32, and this value first appears
at t = 3.1 days, 2.7 days, and 2.5 days for SST = 25.0,
27.5, and 30.0 °C, respectively.

An even more robust picture of the differences in gene-
sis is seen in Hovmöller diagrams of the vertical vorticity
at z = 2 km and the vertical velocity at z =5 km, as
presented in Figure 7. The vorticities are normalized by
f , while the vertical velocities are normalized by Vpot.
All three cyclones show little development for the first
24 hours, but then each vortex develops a wide, some-
what noisy region of low-level vorticity, which then
contracts and intensifies. Just after this contraction, the
vertical velocity field shows that each vortex develops
a coherent eyewall, as indicated by the appearance of
a distinct inner-core maximum in the vertical velocity.
The coherence and intensity of the eyewalls are quite
different between the three simulations, with the higher
SST, higher Vpot simulations showing a more coherent
and more intense inner core, developing at earlier times
in each case.

4.3. Measures of ‘genesis time’

For a more quantitative analysis of the previous results,
it would seem desirable to have a precise definition of
the time of TC genesis. We attempted to conceive an
objective definition of the ‘time to genesis’ for these
simulations. One definition considered was simply the
time when either the maximum surface wind speed or
the maximum azimuthally averaged surface wind speed
reached certain values. However, due to the noisiness
of both these curves, the genesis time was often not
clearly defined, with differences of only 6–12 hours
found between many of the simulations. Normalization
by Vpot made this definition even less distinctive.

Another definition we considered was based on the
development of a low-level vortex that is stronger than
the original mid-level vortex, defining genesis to occur
when the peak value of the azimuthally averaged wind or
vorticity at some low altitude exceeds that at some higher
altitude. Unfortunately, this did not produce consistent
results either. In some cases, the low-level mean vor-
ticity never exceeded vorticity values of those at higher
altitudes until very late into the intensification stage; in
others, upper- and lower-level values of vorticity crossed
each other more than once.
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Figure 6. Hovmöller diagrams of the azimuthally averaged 10 m wind for three initial-vortex simulations with different values of SST. Wind
speeds have been normalized by Vpot for each case, and the contour interval for the normalized velocity is 0.078.

The minimum surface pressure and its rate of fall
were also considered. While in some cases there was a
distinct increase in the rate of pressure fall at specific
times (e.g. Figure 5(b), solid curve), in others there
were no such clear indicators (e.g. Figure 8(b), solid
curve). However, we found that a self-consistent way
to normalize the rate of pressure fall was to compare
it to the largest rate of pressure fall during the period
of most rapid intensification. Through trial and error, we
found that a useful and fairly consistent ‘genesis time’
could be defined as the first time the 8-hour pressure
fall reached a rate equal to 25% of the fastest pressure
fall. Since the model data was saved only every 4 hours
for most of these simulations, the minimum surface
pressure data was interpolated to 1-hour data points using
cubic spline interpolation, and then the 8-hour pressure
falls were computed and compared. This allows the
genesis time to occur at times not necessarily divisible
by 4 hours.

Objective genesis times for all the initial-vortex sim-
ulations are presented in Table III. Also included are
the time of the fastest 8-hour pressure fall. This ‘time
of most rapid intensification’, while perhaps not directly
related to ‘genesis’ of the cyclone, helps to differentiate
the rates of TC development among the various cases.
The time of fastest pressure fall was also consistently
close to subjective genesis times based on the authors’
interpretations of the formation of the inner core as illus-
trated by the Hovmöller diagrams of vertical velocity and
vorticity.

4.4. A note on maximum intensity

The model simulations each peak in intensity about 10%
short of their respective Vpot values. For example, the
simulations shown in Figure 5(a) reach wind speeds of
56, 59, and 64 m s−1, while their corresponding Vpot

values are 63.8, 66.9, and 70.6 m s−1 (Table I). This

Table III. Objective genesis and rapid intensification times for the initial-vortex simulations.

Simulation SST
(°C)

f

(×10−4 s−1)

um

(m s−1)
Time to genesis

(hours)
Time to most rapid

intensification (hours)

Control 27.5 0.5 3.0 42 88
SST 25 25.0 54 117
SST 30 30.0 39 68

Low f 0.25 54 100
High f 0.75 68 104

Low um 1.0 36 78
High um 5.0 70 125

See text for definitions.
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Figure 7. Hovmöller diagrams for the initial vortex simulations with varying SST: (a) azimuthally averaged vertical vorticity at z = 2.2 km,
normalized by f (contour interval 12.8), and (b) azimuthally averaged vertical velocity at z = 5 km, normalized by Vpot (contour interval 0.0056).

‘failure’ to reach MPI could be due to a number of
reasons. The Vpot calculation is highly sensitive to some
tunable parameters, the values of which are only broadly
representative of the model simulations. Another reason
these cyclones do not reach, nor sustain, their MPI is
the relatively small size of the domain. As they reach
significant intensity, the cyclones ‘fill up’ the upper levels
of the domain with heat and moisture. This modification
of the upper environment halts and ultimately reverses
the intensification of the cyclones.

4.5. Main results, continued

Figure 8 shows wind and pressure data for the control
simulation and for simulations with f = 2.5 and 7.5 ×
10−5 s−1. The high-f simulation appears to begin some
development (in terms of pressure) after only 18 hours,
while a consistent pressure fall does not begin for the
low-f simulation until 2 days have passed. However,
the velocity increase and pressure fall during the ‘rapid
intensification’ phase of development is quite similar for
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Figure 8. Results from initial-vortex simulations for varying values of the Coriolis parameter f : (a) maximum 10 m wind speed (m s−1),
(b) minimum surface pressure (hPa), (c) Hovmöller diagram of the azimuthally averaged vertical vorticity at z = 2.2 km, normalized by f , and

(d) Hovmöller diagram of the azimuthally averaged vertical velocity at z = 5 km, normalized by Vpot. Contour intervals are as in Figure 7.

all three storms, with the f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1 simulation
actually intensifying faster than the other two. Objective
genesis times based on the rates of pressure fall are 54,
42, and 68 hours for f = 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 × 10−5 s−1,
respectively. A more distinct trend in genesis time
can be seen from comparing the Hovmöller diagrams
of vertical velocity and vorticity for these three cases
(Figure 8(c, d)). A coherent vorticity core and eyewall
feature appears sooner for the low-f case than for the
other two simulations. This result is consistent with the
dimensional analysis and simulations of Emanuel (1989,
Table I therein). Since the natural length scale is inversely
proportional to f , the same initial vortex in a lower-
f environment develops and intensifies more quickly,
since it is smaller in a non-dimensional sense. Similarly,
the slower pace of intensification for the high-f case is
consistent with this scaling.

The low-f cyclone seems to experience a disruption of
its intensification around t = 4 days. Due to the very low
inertial stability of its environment, this cyclone contracts
to an extremely small size, such that the inner core cannot
be well resolved by the model (not shown). Regardless
of the precise reason for the disruption in the low-f case,
these simulations with varying f do not indicate a clear
trend in genesis time, certainly not in the direction that
the changes in GP would suggest (GP = 13, 35, and
66 for these three cases), and possibly in the opposite
direction for development from a pre-existing vortex.

The mean surface wind, um was found to have sig-
nificant effects on Vpot and GP. While Vpot decreased
montonically with increasing um, GP increased as um

increased from 1 to 3 m s−1, but then decreased for
higher values of um (Table II). Is this trend in GP
correlated with decreasing times to genesis in the initial-
vortex simulations? In fact, it is not. Figure 9 shows
maximum surface winds and minimum surface pressure
for the control simulation and for values of um = 1
and 5 m s−1, along with Hovmöller plots for vorticity

and vertical velocity for the same simulations. Genesis
and rapid development occurs more quickly for um =
1 m s−1 than for 3 m s−1, and sooner for 3 m s−1

than for 5 m s−1. As shown in Table II, the values
of GP for um = 1 and 5 m s−1 are about the same
(22, 23), while for um = 3 m s−1, GP is much larger
(35). Nonetheless, the speed of development follows the
trend in Vpot, with (objective) genesis occurring at t =
36 h for um = 1 m s−1 (Vpot = 83.7 m s−1), t = 42 h
for um = 3 m s−1 (Vpot = 66.9 m s−1), and t = 70 h for
um = 5 m s−1 (Vpot = 55.6 m s−1).

4.6. Discussion

Given the ability of GP to reproduce regional and sea-
sonal variability of TC genesis (Emanuel and Nolan,
2004; Camargo et al., 2007a), the inconsistencies between
the trends in GP and the rates of TC development
shown above are surprising. There could be several rea-
sons for the discrepancies. First, our interpretation of the
time to genesis for a pre-existing vortex as an equiv-
alent indicator of the likelihood of TC genesis may
be incorrect. Rather, GP may be more indicative of
the favourability of the environment to form and sup-
port the pre-cursor disturbances that go on to become
TCs, while the rate of development in the ‘second
stage’ of genesis may be more closely correlated with
Vpot.

A second and more daunting possibility is that the
expression of GP as separable functions of the environ-
mental parameters may simply not be valid. For example,
regarding the effects of mid-level humdity, one of the
early explanations for the negative effects of vertical wind
shear is that the winds aloft transport heat and moisture
generated by convection away from the low-level cen-
tre (Simpson and Riehl, 1958; Gray, 1968). If this is
true, then the environmental air that replaces this mois-
ture would have a large impact on the future development
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Figure 8. (Continued).

of the cyclone. In the absence of shear, this process
might not occur, and it may be that the convection can
very quickly saturate the inner core with little influence
from the environment. Thus, the relative effects of envi-
ronmental mid-level humidity may vary in relation to
the wind shear. Conceivably, this could also be true for
the Coriolis parameter – that higher values of f allow
weaker cyclones to achieve genesis in the presence of
wind shear. Only further research can answer these ques-
tions.

4.7. Results for weaker vortices and for lower SSTs

The working hypothesis outlined in section 1.2 proposes
that there is a finite amplitude threshold size or strength
necessary for a disturbance to achieve TC genesis, and
that this threshold decreases as GP increases. For a
given RCE environment, we would expect to find an
initial vortex amplitude below which TC genesis fails
to occur. Figure 10 shows time series of minimum sur-
face pressure for the ‘control’ initial-vortex simulation
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Figure 9a. As Figure 8, but for varying values of the mean surface wind um.

with vmax = 5 m s−1, and for two additional simulations
with vmax = 2.5 and 1.25 m s−1 (corresponding to max-
imum initial surface winds of 1.25 and 0.6125 m s−1,
respectively). Genesis is significantly delayed for the
weaker vortices, with the vmax = 2.5 m s−1 simulation
not showing significant development until 7 days, and
the vmax = 1.25 m s−1 simulation not showing develop-
ment until 9 days. Nonetheless, TC genesis does occur
for these extremely weak vortices. Contrary to our work-
ing hypothesis, there seems to be no lower limit on the
strength of the initial vortex needed for genesis, suggest-
ing that in RCE without shear TCs might be able to form
without any pre-existing vortex whatsoever. As we will
show in the next section, this is indeed the case (at least
for this model and its parametrizations).

We also performed a number of initial vortex sim-
ulations with substantially lower temperatures, such as
for SST =20 °C and 10 °C. We found that TC genesis
occurred in every case – although for the lower temper-
atures, the TCs generated were broad and quite weak
(consistent with Vpot for each case). Above freezing tem-
peratures and in the absence of wind shear, there does not
appear to be a critical temperature below which TC gen-
esis from finite initial perturbations cannot be supported.

5. Spontaneous cyclogenesis

5.1. Initialization and results

To further investigate whether tropical cyclogenesis
might occur without the benefit of a pre-existing cir-
culation, we performed a number of longer simulations
of RCE on larger domains. As before, these simula-
tions were initialized with the RCE profiles generated
by small-domain simulations, and random temperature
perturbations were added to the resting initial state.

Simulations with a number of parameter choices have
generated tropical cyclones from random convection.
However, computational limitations, model error fixes,
and our evolving understanding of the impact of the mean

surface wind have prevented obtaining a consistent set
of spontaneous genesis simulations across the parameter
space defined by SST, f , and um. Some of the earlier
spontaneous genesis results are summarized in Nolan
et al. (2006). Bretherton et al. (2005) also observed
spontaneous genesis when they added sufficient rotation
to their simulations of convective aggregation.

Rather than attempting to explore the environmental
parameter space for spontaneous genesis simulations,
we instead present a particular case of spontaneous
genesis. The domain size is 1200 km × 1200 km, and
the environmental parameters are the same as the control
case above, with SST =27.5 °C, f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1, and
um = 3 m s−1. Evolution of the maximum surface winds
and minimum surface pressure are shown in Figure 11.
At t = 8 days, the maximum surface winds transition
from a consistent value of just less than 10 m s−1 to
around 15 m s−1. At this time, the surface pressure
trend changes from essentially flat to having an almost
impercetibly slow decrease, with a more obvious decline
beginning after 12 days. Using the objective measures of
TC development described above, TC genesis occurs at
364 hours (15.2 days), and the most rapid intensification
occurs at 404 hours (16.8 days).

The randomness of this convection can be seen in
Figure 12(a), which shows the water vapour path (WVP,
mm) in each model column at t = 4 days. At this time
there is no discernable pattern to the moisture field. The
subsequent panels show WVP at t = 6, 8, and 10 days.
At 6 days, regions of moderate drying have appeared in
the top-centre, lower-right, and lower-left parts of the
domain, while the WVP has become slightly enhanced
in the upper-right and upper-left quadrants. At day 8,
the drying regions have expanded and become signifi-
cantly drier, while the enhanced WVP region seems to
have coalesced into a large clump of increased mois-
ture in the middle-right side of the domain, continuing
across the right boundary to the left side. This coa-
lescence around day 8 is coincident with the jump in
maximum surface winds and the beginning of the very
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Figure 9b. (Continued).

slow pressure fall shown in Figure 11. By day 10, the
organization of moisture into a large rotating patch is
clearly under way. Thus, the moisture field suggests
a slow and steady organization over period of about
4 days.

The dynamical fields indicate TC genesis occurring
later in the simulation and at a slightly faster rate. This is
illustrated in terms of the vertical vorticity at z = 2.2 km
as shown in Figure 13 at t = 11, 12, 13, and 14 days.

At 11 days, the vorticity appears quite disorganized, but
there are two areas of enhanced vorticity, one centred
near x = 700 km, y = 300 km and the other around x =
550 km, y = 1000 km. At day 12, the lower-right region
seems to have developed a ring of larger (both negative
and positive) vorticity anomalies, while the upper-left
activity has declined. At t = 13 days, the vorticity in
the lower-right region has again coalesced into a broad
region of increased (positive) vorticity with embedded
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Figure 10. (a) Minimum surface pressure and (b) maximum 10 m wind speed for the control simulation, and for two simulations with weaker
initial vortices, with vmax = 2.5 m s−1 and vmax = 1.25 m s−1.
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Figure 11. As Figure 10, but for the spontaneous genesis simulation.

higher positive and negative anomalies, and some spiral
features to the north and west. At t = 14 days, this broad
area of enhanced positive vorticity has coalesced into
a smaller region of positive vorticity, with a cluster of
higher vorticity anomalies at its centre. One day later
this vorticity centre is a steadily intensifying TC (not
shown).

5.2. Large-scale evolution leading to small-scale
genesis

The moisture and vorticity fields shown above sug-
gest that spontaneous TC genesis in this simulation
is a process with two stages. The first stage appears
equivalent to the ‘aggregation’ phenomenon previously
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 12. Water vapour path (WVP, mm) at (a) 4 days, (b) 6 days, (c) 8 days, and (d) 10 days for the spontaneous genesis simulation.

described in section 3.2, which involves a radiative–
convective feedback, whereby the more moist regions
(compared to the other regions) generate enhanced con-
vection due to increased mid-level moisture and mean
ascent due to decreased radiative cooling. The sec-
ond process is more like the TC genesis shown above,
whereby a pre-existing circulation with embedded con-
vection contracts into a TC.

Bretherton et al. (2005) demonstrated the radiative–
convective feedback though a ‘quartile analysis’ of the
model fields, which we will now replicate. The model
domain is divided into 400 equal-sized squares of size
60 km × 60 km. Mean values of WVP are computed
for each square. The squares are sorted according to
their values of WVP, and then values of WVP and other
variables are averaged for the first quartile (first 100) of
the squares, and then the next quartile, and so on. Note
that all the fields are sorted by their WVP values, e.g.
the first quartile data for vorticity is the mean of the
vorticity in the squares with the top 100 values of WVP,
not vorticity itself.

The results of this analysis, presented in Figure 14,
are similar to those of Bretherton et al. (2005). Over the
first few days, WVP in the wettest quartile begins to
slowly increase above the values in the second and third

quartiles, due to both an increase in mean temperature
and a small increase in humidity. WVP of the driest
quartile decreases in a similar fashion. Between t = 6
and 8 days, the first and second quartiles begin to separate
more quickly from the drier quartiles.

Energy loss due to long-wave radiation is nearly
indistinguishable among the quartiles until t = 4 days,
when the first and second quartiles begin to lose less
energy than the third and fourth. This is the moist-
radiative feedback at work. The outgoing radiation in two
drier quartiles falls at first, but then increases for a few
days before falling again significantly. This temporary
increase is due to increased high cloudiness spreading out
to the drier regions as deep convection increases in area
and intensity in the moist quartile during the aggregation
phase.

The decreased radiative cooling in the moist region
supports a weak mean vertical motion, w, punctuated
by spikes of higher mean values associated with strong
individual convective events. In a manner similar to WVP
and w, the vorticity in the wettest quartile increases very
slowly for the first 6 days, followed by an accelerated
rise from 8 to 12 days. However, this rise in vorticity
preceeds the formation of the TC between days 13 and
14 (as seen in Figure 13). The fact that there is no
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Figure 13. Vertical vorticity at z = 2.2 km at (a) 11 days, (b) 12 days, (c) 13 days, and (d) 14 days for the spontaneous genesis case.

additional jump in vertical vorticity during the genesis
and rapid development of the cyclone indicates that there
is a rearrangement of vorticity in the moist region at this
stage, rather than an increased transport from the other
regions.

The evaporation from the surface is nearly equal
among the quartiles until day 6. At this time, the fluxes
in all but the last quartile begin to increase. Between
days 6 and 8, the top two quartiles separate from the
bottom two, and after day 14, the top quartile value
increases far beyond the other three. The increased
evaporation in all the regions (as also indicated by the
mean), followed by the larger increase in the moist
region, suggests that a second feedback mechanism
is occurring, whereby the increased low-level winds
(with gustiness and downdraughts in the convecting
region) is causing more evaporation, leading to more
convection and stronger circulations. This feedback is
more commonly known as wind-induced surface heat
exchange (WISHE; Yano and Emanuel, 1991).

The quartile values for precipitation, however, do not
follow this pattern shown by the vapour flux, with the top
quartile exceeding the others from day 1 onwards, and
diverging to vastly larger values after day 8, after which
precipitation in the other quartiles decreases to near zero.
This disparity between precipitation and evaporation

indicates, not surprisingly, that aggregation and TC
genesis are associated with net transport of water from
the dry to moist regions.

6. Conclusions

6.1. Summary

We have presented a new approach for studying the rela-
tionship between the likelihood (or frequency) of tropi-
cal cyclogenesis and the thermodynamics of the large-
scale environment. We used a high-resolution, cloud-
resolving, full-physics model of the atmosphere to first
simulate environments of radiative–convective equilib-
rium (RCE), and then to simulate the genesis and rapid
intensification of TCs in these environments. By using
RCE as a background environment, we reduced the
‘space’ of all possible thermodynamic environments to
one which was uniquely determined by just three param-
eters: the SST, the mean surface wind, and the Coriolis
parameter.

A first result from our investigations is that unsheared
RCE is in fact a very favourable place for tropical
cyclones to form. We found that TC genesis could occur
from very weak initial vortices, and could occur even in
atmospheres in RCE with very low SSTs. In a simulation
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Figure 14. Results of a quartile analysis, as in Bretherton et al. (2005), based on water vapour path (WVP) over 400 equal-size subgrids of
the model domain in the spontaneous genesis simulation. Dotted curves are data from subgrids with the first quartile of WVP values, dash-dot
are the second quartile, dashed the third, thin solid the fourth, and bold solid curves are means over the entire domain: (a) WVP, (b) outgoing
long-wave radiation, (c) vertical velocity at z = 5 km, (d) vertical vorticity at z = 2 km, (e) water vapour flux in terms of latent heat energy,

and (f) precipitation.

with SST =27.5 °C and f = 5.0 × 10−5 s−1, TC genesis
occurred spontaneously from random convection.

Since TC genesis resulted from even the weakest
vortices, we explored the ways in which changing the
environmental parameters affected the rate at which a
weak, mid-level vortex evolved to TC genesis and rapid
development. The primary result of this paper is that the
rate of development of the cyclone (and inversely, the
‘time to genesis’) is highly correlated with the value of

the maximum potential intensity, Vpot, as computed by the
intensity theory of Emanuel (1995). Other factors, such
as the mid-level RH and the Coriolis parameter, were
found to have little impact on genesis time as compared
to Vpot. Since these other factors are important parts of the
genesis index of Emanuel and Nolan (2004), the results
here could indicate that the success of the genesis index
is dominated by the Vpot term (and of course the Vshear

term), or that there are compensating errors in the η and
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H terms. It is also possible that the likelihood (or fre-
quency) of TC genesis, as indicated by the value of GP,
is not so well correlated with the rate of TC genesis from
a weak, mid-level vortex as we have presumed. Another
more challenging possibility is that the influences of η

and H in favouring or suppressing genesis are lost in an
environment with little or no wind shear.

In contrast with the strong relationship between Vpot

and genesis time, we found no relationship between
CAPE and the rate of cyclone development. While envi-
ronmental CAPE has been shown to have little bearing on
TC intensity (Drury and Evans, 1993; Persing and Mont-
gomery, 2005), this indicates it has little bearing on the
likelihood of genesis as well. This suggests a fundamen-
tal flaw in genesis parameters based on instability, such
as those of Gray (1968), DeMaria et al. (2001), and to
some extent the ‘convective’ genesis parameter of Royer
et al. (1998).

A case of spontaneous genesis from random convec-
tion was analyzed. Following the work of Bretherton
et al. (2005), we showed that the cyclone formation fol-
lowed a two-stage process. The first stage is caused by
a radiative, convective, and surface-gustiness feedback,
whereby decreased outgoing long-wave radiation in a
region of enhanced moisture leads to warming, mean
ascent, increased convection, and then increased mois-
ture, and so on. A broad circulation develops in and
around this region of enhanced moisture. In the second
stage of development, the broad circulation contracts into
a TC in a manner similar to the simulations with initial
vortices, due to a WISHE feedback and the enhanced
trapping of heat and energy released by convection as
the local inertial stability increases (Hack and Schubert,
1986; Nolan et al., 2007).

In section 3.2, we reported that the mean surface
wind prevented aggregation in the small-domain (200 km
× 200 km) simulations. While the occurrence of the
aggregation process on the larger domain (1200 km ×
1200 km) unfortunately indicates yet another degree of
model sensitivity for RCE states, it is at least consistent
with Bretherton et al. (2005), who also found that aggre-
gation was suppressed on sufficiently small domains. One
possible reason for a domain-size dependence is that there
may be a fundamental length-scale to the aggregating
region which is both model and parametrization depen-
dent; if this scale is larger than the domain size, aggre-
gation may not be prevented. For example, the aggregat-
ing region shown in Figure 12 would not fit inside one
of our small-domain simulations. A full explanation of
these relationships (domain size, mean surface wind, and
aggregation) remains for future work.

6.2. Working hypothesis revisited

To what extent has the working hypothesis been supported
by our results? Without a doubt, the results indicate that
TC genesis is very highly correlated with Vpot, and not
with SST independently. This correlation was measured
by the (decreasing) time to genesis for a weak initial

vortex as Vpot was increased, either by increasing SST
or decreasing um. As GP increases rapidly with Vpot,
this result supports an increase in the likelihood of TC
genesis as GP increases. However, for genesis from a
pre-existing vortex, we did not find a clear correlation
between the time to genesis and the Coriolis parameter
f , nor with mid-level RH (although this could not be
varied independently from Vpot).

We also proposed that enivronmental parameters con-
sistent with the tropics represent a region of ‘finite-
amplitude instability’, where disturbances below some
threshold intensity will not develop into a TC. How-
ever, simulations with extremely weak initial vortices
(vmax = 2.5, 1.25 m s−1) ultimately did arrive at TC gen-
esis. The extremely slow pace of the development (as
compared to vmax = 5 m s−1), and an examination of
the evolution leading up to genesis in these cases (not
shown), indicated that the genesis mechanism was more
like the spontaneous genesis mechanism discussed in sec-
tion 5; the extremely weak initial vortex simply provides
the seed location for the aggregation process that leads to
genesis. For unsheared RCE, our preconceived notion of
a finite amplitude threshold for genesis may instead mark
the division between the more ‘direct’ genesis process
illustrated by the control case and a longer-term genesis
process driven by aggregation.

Unquestionably, the absence of wind shear in our sim-
ulations is the major limiting factor on the application of
the present results to the real atmosphere and any ques-
tions of TC genesis and frequency in a changing climate.
We are currently devising a method to incorporate mean
wind and mean wind shear into our RCE atmospheres,
and our investigations of TC genesis will resume with
shear as a primary parameter of influence.
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